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Head First Servlets and JSP: Passing the Sun Certified Web Component Developer Exam (Brain-Friendly Guides)O'Reilly, 2008
Looking to study up for the new J2EE 1.5 Sun Certified Web Component Developer (SCWCD) exam? 
  
  This book will get you way up to speed on the technology you'll know it so well, in fact, that you can pass the brand new J2EE 1.5 exam. If that's what you want to do, that is. Maybe you don't care about the exam, but need to use servlets...
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Windows 10 Absolute Beginner's Guide (includes Content Update Program)Que, 2015

	Book + Content Update Program


	 


	Make the most of your new Windows 10 device–without needing to be a technical expert! This book is the fastest way to take control of Windows 10, and use it to create, connect, and...
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Understanding Digital Television: An Introduction to DVB Systems with Satellite, Cable, Broadband and Terrestrial TV DistributionFocal Press, 2006
By the end of the 1960s, when I started to get interested in how the TV set at home really worked, color television and the second national TV channel was introduced in Sweden. The old medium-wave radio, with glowing electron tubes underneath its cover, made it possible to listen to voices from distant countries, but the TV programming choices were...
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Environmental Monitoring with Arduino: Building Simple Devices to Collect Data About the World Around UsMake Books, 2012

	
		After the devastating tsunami in 2011, DYIers in Japan built their own devices to detect radiation levels, then posted their finding on the Internet. Right now, thousands of people worldwide are tracking environmental conditions with monitoring devices they’ve built themselves. You can do it too!

	
		This inspiring...
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Raspberry Pi IoT Projects: Prototyping Experiments for MakersApress, 2016

	Build your own Internet of Things (IoT) projects for prototyping and proof-of-concept purposes. This book contains the tools needed to build a prototype of your design, sense the environment, communicate with the Internet (over the Internet and Machine to Machine communications) and display the results.


	Raspberry Pi IoT...
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Lewis Fry Richardson: His Intellectual Legacy and Influence in the Social Sciences (Pioneers in Arts, Humanities, Science, Engineering, Practice)Springer, 2019

	
		
			
				This is an open access book. Lewis F Richardson (1981-1953), a physicist by training, was a pioneer in meteorology and peace research and remains a towering presence in both fields. This edited volume reviews his work and assesses its influence in the social sciences, notably his work on arms races and their...
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The Airplane: How Ideas Gave Us WingsSmithsonian, 2008

	
		The inside story of how people invented and refined the airplane.




	Who were aviation's dreamers and from where did they draw their inspiration? What lessons did inventors learn from birds, insects, marine mammals, and fish that helped us fly? How did the bicycle lead to the airplane, and hot water...
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Encyclopedia of Weather and Climate (Facts on File Science Dictionary)Facts on File, 2007
"This book stands out because it is an easy-to-understand, well-put-together text...high-school, public, and academic libraries will definitely want [this] two-volume set."  

       This work presents 4000 entries in an A to Z format. Topics include: the processes that produce our weather; the circulation of the...
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No Shadow of a Doubt: The 1919 Eclipse That Confirmed Einstein's Theory of RelativityPrinceton Press, 2019

	
		On their 100th anniversary, the story of the extraordinary scientific expeditions that ushered in the era of relativity

		

		In 1919, British scientists led extraordinary expeditions to Brazil and Africa to test Albert Einstein’s revolutionary new theory of general relativity in what became the...
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Petascale Computing: Algorithms and Applications (Chapman & Hall/Crc Computational Science Series)CRC Press, 2007
Although the highly anticipated petascale computers of the near future will perform at an order of magnitude faster than today’s quickest supercomputer, the scaling up of algorithms and applications for this class of computers remains a tough challenge. From scalable algorithm design for massive concurrency toperformance analyses and...
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Getting Started with Lumion 3DPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create a professional architectural visualization in minutes using Lumion 3D


	Overview

	
		A beginner's guide to architectural visualization
	
		Tips and tricks for modelling, texturing, and rendering using Lumion 3D
	
		Add a special touch to your images with Photoshop

...
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Hacking iPod and iTunes (ExtremeTech)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
How to Mod The Pod and fine-tune iTunes
    Does your iPod go wherever you do? This book will take the two of you on your most exciting adventure–deep into iPod’s awesome potential. You already know it’s a musical prodigy, but wait 'til you teach your iPod to take notes, give you the weather and stock quotes, keep your...
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